
The Kirkland Town Library has a great collection of Playaway’s for easy audiobook listening.  A Playaway is a 

preloaded audiobook that only requires headphones; no other device, technology or wireless connection needed!   

If you are interested in audiobooks but don’t have the typical equipment like a CD player or mobile device handy, 

then a Playaway is the perfect way to give it a try.  Stop in to borrow one and check out the newest Playaway’s 

we’ve recently added to our collection..   

Neighbors by Daniele Steel 

“In Danielle Steel's gripping new novel, a reclusive woman opens up her home to her neighbors in the wake of a 

devastating earthquake, setting off events that reveal secrets, break relationships apart, and bring strangers 

together to forge powerful new bonds.”-Book Jacket 

Bossypants by Tina Fey 

“On her way to becoming an award-winning superstar, Tina Fey struggled through some questionable haircuts, 

some after-school jobs, the rise of nachos as a cultural phenomenon, a normal childhood, a happy marriage and 

joyful motherhood. Fey can reflect on what she's learned: you're no one until someone calls you bossy.”-Book 

Jacket 

Purple heart by Patricia McCormick 

“After awaking in an army hospital, young soldier Matt Duffy struggles to regain his memory of the horrifying 

incident that led to his traumatic brain injury. But as he begins to question the events of that fateful day, Matt 

soon discovers the truth is not always what it seems.”-Book Jacket 

My Life as a Man by Philip Roth 

“At its heart lies the marriage of Peter and Maureen Tarnopol, a gifted young writer and the woman who wants to 

be his muse but who instead is his nemesis. Their union is based on fraud and shored up by moral blackmail, but it 

is so perversely durable that, long after Maureen’s death, Peter is still trying—and failing—to write his way free of 

it.”-Book Jacket 

Holidays in Hell by P.J. O’Rourke 

“P.J. O'Rourke travels to hellholes around the globe in Holidays in Hell, looking for trouble, the truth, and a good 

time. After casually sight-seeing in war-torn Lebanon and being pepper-gassed in Korea, P.J. checks out the night 

life in communist Poland and spends Christmas vacation in El Salvador. "Some people are worried about the 

difference between right and wrong. I'm worried about the difference between wrong and fun."-Book Jacket 

 

The Rock and The River by Kekla Magoon 

“For thirteen-year-old Sam, it’s not easy being the son of known civil rights activist Roland Childs. Especially 

when his older (and best friend), Stick, begins to drift away from him for no apparent reason. And then it 

happens: Sam finds something that changes everything forever.”-Book Jacket 


